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Life's dCep - feh banaltt]:
Darren Sylvester uses pop
culture without irony to
create his fine art
photographs, writes
Steunart Hawkins.

eople probably eat junk
food as often to console
themselves when they:re
sad as to help them enjoy

the good times when they're
happy. Fast-food marketers
may not want us to engage with
this idea but bad luck - that's the
way it is.

This theory, oddly enough, also
helps explain photographer Darren
Sylvester's use ofpop culttrre icons
in his images.

No, he insists, he is not
critiquing consumerism. No, he is
not bcing ironically deprecating of
global brands. But, yes, these
brands are ubiquitous and, yes,
they do provide a visual shorthand
to assist with the interpretation of
his work.

"l don't have anything bad to
say about these companies. They
edst everywhere, like a Subway
sandwich does," he says.

'A banal object can have a
profound effect when it's with us
at the time. If I found out now my
partner thadl died and a couple of
hours later I'm crying and I get a
Heineken beer out ofthe fridge -
that will be imprinted at that
moment of time.

"It seemed like artists were
deliberately trying to avoid
ldepicting productsl like that -
they wanted to create emotion and
stuff with mood and focus - but to
me it seemed that when [people]
break up or when we do things,
there's.often these objects around,
so why not include them in the
photograptr as well. But nothing's
being sold here - it's like post- 

-

advertising. My photographs are
kind of like the real world after
you've bought the products."

The inclusion of big name
brands isn't the only resonance his
work has with advertising. His

pictues are generally colour, high
key, meticulously Iit and focused,
and their scenarios and settings
are tightly, ahnost obsessively"
controlled.

But where the work departs
from the oeuwe of advertising is in
its mood and emotional response.

Where the ad image seeks to
excite, entice or encourage,
Sylvester's work seems to want to
dead-pan the emotional response,
to clarify the message by removing
any extraneous material.

So despite the painstaking
preparation Sylvester undertakes
to create the images (he will take
up to 100 pictures to get the frame
he wants), the results are
uncluttered, simple and clean -
down to the expressions on the
models' faces which, if not blank,
betray only the subtlest emotions.

"I don't want to give anything
organic in the picture or nothing
that a documentary photographer
or an artistic photographer would
put in a photograph which is to
create mood," he says.

"l create mood through lighting
but the lighting is designed to be
as perfect as possible, and I don't
want anything to interfere with the
viewer understanding the image
right away - so things should be
neat and perfect and composed
well. I wouldn't want to take a_
picture that's out offocus."

The result is a body of work
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which, while not precise\'diri#"
can polarise opinion - atth4b
enough people are enamoured
with his work to have garnered
him a spot on Australian Art
Collector magazine's 50 llosr
Collectable Artists list in 2006.
(Elton John has also bought a
number of his pictures.)

Sylvester gradua.ted from an
school in 1996 and his career ra-o
given a fillip three years later
when he was selected for tlre
annual Primavera exhibitio* at
Sydney's Museum of Conlempora4:
Art, an event showcasing
emerging artists.

A substantial retrospectir.e
exhibition of his work will open e.
the Australian Centre for
Photography in Padding0on,
Sydney, next Friday.

"There is a very long gesta*m
process for each photograph,"
Sylvester says of his images, wh*
he has also referred to as "dis$'riE
dramas, morality tales and
paiables I often describe them tike
pop songs because they're mear*
to be short, you read the title :rr*
Ygu should be able to get a fediry
of what the work is about.

"Often I have [said] 'the
meaning of this artwork is - - -'
and then repeated the title anrt
that's as far as it goes."


